
Abstract:

1. Introduction
At the University of Kansas, the Center for Remote

Sensing of Ice Sheets (CReSIS) [9] performs polar re-
search to gather data and model ice sheets to better un-
derstand global warming and its possible effects. We ha-
ve designed, built, and utilized mobile robots to autono-
mously traverse polar terrain in Greenland and Antarc-
tica. The problem we are faced with is to increase effi-
ciency of seismic data acquisition in these types of en-
vironments. Integration of automated technology into
seismic methods can potentially improve and enhance
the process.

One of the sensors used to perform this research is
a seismic sensor, or geophone. These highly sensitive
geophones detect vibrations in the ground which can be
recorded as images. These images, for example, can show
characteristics of the subsurface, detect cracking (fault)
locations, as well as provide information on what is be-
neath the ice sheets. Although research focused on a po-
lar environment, the presented techniques could be em-
ployed in and applied to any environment.

Research in the field of robotics has been focusing on
accurate sensing and autonomy, mostly in normal envi-
ronments such as factories and homes. Robotic applica-
tions involving seismic surveying in harsh environments
have, however, been limited. Not only are navigation and
actuation in severe environments difficult problems,
autonomous tasks are even more challenging [28].

Another important aspect of integrating robotics and
seismic surveying is that it limits human involvement,

Due to the remoteness and harshness of some environ-
ments, integrating mobile robotics and seismic surveying
to automate the process becomes very attractive. Because
robotic applications to seismic surveying have been ex-
tremely limited, this paper represents a base for sparking
novel techniques that can potentially be employed in any
environment and potentially on other planets. It also pre-
sents a categorization of techniques involving robotic seis-
mic automation. Traditional seismic methods are analyzed
in terms of robotic automation possibilities and compared
in terms of strengths, weaknesses, reliability, relative cost,
and complexity. Futuristic seismic methods such as Hybrid
Streamers and a Multi-Robot Seismic Surveying Team are
also discussed in detail, along with simulation results from
a multi-robot grid formation study.
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the most costly portion of a survey. For harsh environ-
ments, this becomes extremely important for safety rea-
sons. Furthermore, robotics increases precision and in-
troduces repeatability into a time-consuming and com-
plex human task.

The focus of this paper involves robotic deployment
and retrieval of seismic sensors. Comparing existing
technology associated with seismic, mobile robotics, and
robotic manipulation provided insight into what would
be reliable under many conditions. Because seismic de-
ployment is labor-intensive, expensive in terms of time
and cost, and possibly dangerous, autonomously perfor-
ming such tasks using mobile robots can be beneficial.
Therefore, the goal is to combine robotics research with
seismic systems to autonomously image the subsurface.
A classification of robotic deployment and retrieval tech-
niques for seismic sensors is presented in this paper,
accompanied by related challenges and results from
a multi-robot grid formation simulation study.

This section provides an overview of seismic sensors,
seismic surveying, polar mobility, and our experience
with autonomous polar robots. Integration of these ef-
forts is the focus of the remainder of the paper.

Seismic sensors, also known as geophones, are ex-
tremely sensitive devices which transfer vibration waves
as a series of analog signals, based on the composition of
the material beneath the surface and the travel times of
the measured seismic waves. They are activated by a seis-
mic source, which can range from striking the ground to
a very large explosion. The source sends elastic vibration
energy down into and through the subsurface so as to
eventually reflect and refract back after interaction with
the internal layers. Based on the travel times, wave velo-
cities, and received signals from a series of geophones,
seismologists can digitize, filter, and analyze the results
to learn such facts as water table depth, fault location,
and rock layer boundaries.

When attempting to reconstruct the paths that the
waves traveled, both refracted and reflected paths can
provide structural information of the subsurface [24].
Refracted paths represent those that are principally hori-
zontal, such as traveling between two rock layers. Reflec-
ted paths travel vertically and involve waves traveling
initially downward that are reflected back to the surface
by rock layer interaction. The physical properties of the
rocks and layers affect travel times of seismic waves.
These travel times, along with the waveform and spectra,
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are then used to deduce information about the subsur-
face and internal layering.

Various styles and models of seismic sensors exist for
many applications on land, snow, and at sea. Most mo-
dels employ a coil hanging from a spring in a magnetic
field. When the case and spike are moved, the mass
induces small currents into the coil as it moves about in
the magnetic field. A geophone element is what contains
this technology, which is then placed in a case and atta-
ched to a spike to plant into the surface.

Primarily used for oil and gas exploration, seismic
sensors can be utilized to determine subsurface composi-
tion at many scales. They are also available at several
frequencies for differing situations, so as to capture lo-
wer or higher frequencies. Generally, the higher the fre-
quency, the more expensive the unit becomes due to
required sensitivity. A single geophone and linear array
of deployed geophones are shown in Figure 1.

Deployment of geophones translates into how each is
inserted into the ground (or alternatively, rests on the
surface). During manual deployments involving tens or
hundreds of geophones, each is typically stepped on or
hand-pressed into the ground. If necessary, holes are dug
prior to deployment to create a shelter for the sensor to
record its data. Instruments may rest on the surface, rat-
her than being inserted or buried, if the surface is hard.

Many factors affect deployment and the resulting
quality of recorded data. The most important characte-
ristic a geophone must exhibit when deployed is how well
it is coupled with the ground. Coupling directly affects
the data quality and frequencies that can be recorded. For
desired coupling, the geophone spike must be tightly sur-
rounded by the ground or snow and, in general, must be
accurately deployed in all directions to acquire reliable
data.

Seismic arrays can be formed to acquire a map of the
subsurface, allowing detailed imaging at many resolu-
tions and depths. Higher frequencies and close (sub-me-
ter to tens of meters) spacing results in a highly detailed,
shallow image of the subsurface. Deeper imaging requires
sparse deployment and long distances from a powerful
source, with spacing ranging from hundreds to thousands
of meters. Furthermore, high frequency acquisition trans-
lates into more accurate images. In order to be reliable,
geophones must be arranged in a centimeter-level preci-
sion grid of equal spacing while being oriented no more
than 10° from the Earth's gravitational vertical. Achie-
ving this level of precision requires tedious detail that
can be cumbersome for a human, but also remains an
extremely difficult task for mobile robots to perform.

If geophones are positioned in a straight line, a seis-
mic survey will result in a two-dimensional (2D) image of
the subsurface. Similarly, if the geophones are aligned in
a square or rectangular grid pattern, a three-dimensional
(3D) view of subsurface characteristics can result.
A fourth dimension, namely time, can be introduced to
image movement of the subsurface and flow of materials.

Applications for automation have increased over the
years. Robots have been used for planetary exploration,
homeland defense, and surveillance operations. Environ-

2.2. Mobility and the MARVIN II polar rover

ments can range from indoors (factory, home, or muse-
um) to outdoors (deserts and remote locations, such as
polar regions). The main application for this work is for
a polar environment, where robots typically employ
tracks for reliable mobility. Although wheels are the most
common form of locomotion, they perform poorly over
uneven terrain. Traction can also be an issue on predo-
minantly ice or snow surfaces as wheels offer less contact
surface area. Unless the wheels can pivot, obstacles with
height of more than the radius of the robot's wheels can
cause difficulty. They are, however, mechanically simple
and easy to construct. Tracks represent a more complex
and heavier mobility option, but are inherently less sus-
ceptible to environmental hazards and can negotiate
larger obstacles. The ability to travel on snow and ice
makes this the desired option for polar travel, as they ex-
hibit a larger contact surface area with the ground. Tracks
are, however, inefficient due to friction during turning
and slippage within the tracks themselves.

The MARVIN II autonomous polar robot at CReSIS is
a fully-tracked, automated All-Terrain Vehicle (ATV) that
was built for the purpose of towing radar sleds and gat-
hering data in polar environments. Autonomous naviga-
tion is performed using a high-precision GPS, with which
it attempts to drive as straight as possible between a ser-
ies of waypoints. The path precision of this robot is on
the meter level, but can achieve decimeter accuracy for
data after post-processing [3]. MARVIN II is mentioned
in later sections as the main robot for certain robotic ap-
proaches to seismic surveying. Figure 2 shows the se-
cond-generation MARVIN II polar robot in Antarctica in
2006, and Table 1 lists platform specifications. It has
been successfully deployed to support radar experiments
in Antarctica, as well as long-term survival research for
polar environments [2]. Figures 3 and 4 show the robot
involved in towed radar experiments in Antarctica during
the 2005-2006 field season.

Fig. 1. Conventional spiked geophone (left) and several
deployed by inserting the spikes into the surface (right).

Fig. 2. The MARVIN II polar robot in Antarctica in 2006,
used to autonomously gather radar data of ice sheets.
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hand them to the robot or store other various supplies.

Mobility Tracks (1600 in² ground contact)
Track Width 394 mm (15.5 in)
Engine 34 HP Diesel (950 cc, 3-cylinder)
Tank Size 10 gallons (4-8 hours runtime)
Transmission Hydrostatic
Ground Clearance 230 mm (9 in)
Weight 717 kg (1580 lb)
Hauling Payload 454 kg (1000 lb)
Towing Capacity 454 kg (1000 lb)

For agricultural applications, robotic pickers, planters,
row croppers, and harvesters have been incorporated into
existing farm equipment to increase autonomy and con-
trol. Vision, size recognition, and color comparisons are
being incorporated for better accuracy. Other robotic
agriculture applications and designs are outlined in [13],
[14]. As seismic sensors can be distributed like a sensor
network, the field of wireless sensor networks [4],[5] will
play a pivotal role in the future of wireless seismic.

Many possible mechanisms exist for deployment and
retrieval of seismic sensors [16],[17]. Automating the
process makes detailed imaging much more reliable. Five
categories of robotic approaches were analyzed in terms
of cost, complexity, advantages, and disadvantages. The
last two categories have not yet been attempted, and re-
present promising future methods for seismic surveying.

1. Individual Deployment

2. Array Deployment

3. Land Streamers

4. Hybrid Streamers

5. Multi-Robot Seismic Surveying Team

Individual deployment covers those methods that de-
ploy and retrieve a single geophone at a time. This me-
chanism could be a robotic arm, crane-like apparatus, air-
powered device, planter, or any other form of pick-and-
place device. In many planting, weeding, and picking

Table 1. MARVIN II Platform Specifications.

Fig. 3. MARVIN II polar robot preparing for a bi-static radar
experiment.

Dimensions (LxWxH) 2.4 m x 1.6 m x 1.8 m

4.1. Individual Deployment

4. Robotic approaches to seismic surveying

3. Related work
Very little work involving robotic deployment and re-

trieval of seismic sensors has been done to date. However,
work done in regular environments can provide helpful
information. As stated in [19], the future of seismic
surveying on land is the elimination of cables. By doing
this, surveying becomes more cost-effective and efficient.
Seismic networks can also be of less weight and easily
scalable in terms of network size, structure, and shape. By
increasing overall productivity and abilities of a network,
data acquisition will improve in the long run. The follo-
wing related works have high correlation with the rese-
arch presented in this paper.

The University of Kansas Geology Department recently
developed an “autojuggie” [29] capable of planting 72
geophones in 2 seconds using a hydraulic press and struc-
tured array system. Several variations of the autojuggie
have also been developed and field-tested [27]. These
variations include automated deployment using farm
equipment and deployment of closely-spaced lines of
seismic sensors for ultra-shallow imaging. Structures were
built to simultaneously press all sensors into the ground,
and simultaneously retrieve all geophones when finished.
Care was also taken to try to reduce crosstalk between
sensors through the deployment structures. These appro-
aches are still human-operated in that they use existing
farm equipment as a means for deployment and retrieval.
Scalability and robustness of this approach are limited.

Land streamers are a method inherited from the ma-
rine seismic community, which deploy a series of geo-
phones by dragging them along the surface. Acquisition
takes place when stopped, where all geophones typically
rest on metal plates rather than being physically inserted
into the ground. This increases deployment efficiency by
reducing the time required for insertion and orientation
of the sensors, as well as reducing transportation time
from one site to another. In [26], multiple land streamers
were pulled alongside each other at the same time using
an ATV. Individual land streamers were spaced equidis-
tant from one another on a towing structure so as to crea-
te a wider 2D array. Results were acceptable for relaxed
seismic requirements, but would not be applicable under
higher frequency situations. Other efforts have also been
published [15],[21],[25] that employed single streamers
in a polar setting, or specifically designed for shallow data
acquisition [11],[12]. Survey requirements and weather
conditions dictated the geophone spacing, streamer
length, and materials used to construct the streamers.
Several streamer designs have been attempted in these
works, ranging from the 1970's to the present. The Kansas
Geological Survey made their land streamer more rugged
by encasing it and all wiring in a fire hose [20].

NASA, working with Georgia Tech and Metrica, Inc.,
developed an Extra-Vehicular Activity Robotic Assistant
[7] capable of being handed a geophone and inserting it
into soil using a seven degree-of-freedom manipulator
and a three-fingered gripper [22]. The 4-wheeled mobile
robot could not perform the full deployment task and was
not made to retrieve the planted geophones. The main
purpose of this robot was to assist activity-suited humans
in the field by performing some tasks on its own. A trailer
containing the geophones was pulled so the human could
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projects, robotic manipulators are utilized to help auto-
mate the process. This type of mechanism is responsible
for pressing into, orienting, and pulling from the ground
all seismic sensors and placing them in a transport area,
charging station, or organized rack. Size, shape, and
weight influence the overall design of platform(s) perfor-
ming the task. Issues with this category involve orienta-
tion, positioning, and weather.

Autonomously dealing with and keeping track of the
tangling maze of seismic cable also represents a formid-
able challenge. A positive aspect of this approach is the
millimeter repeatability and precision that manipulators
offer. However, finding and retrieving geophones, mani-
pulator payload, required pushing power, and gripping
the geophone are all major difficulties inherent to this
approach.

Array deployment involves an array to deploy and re-
trieve a set of geophones, their cables, and all necessary
storage equipment. Seismic sensors would be pre-set into
the array, taken to the field location, and simultaneously
(e.g., hydraulically) pressed into the ground at equal
spacing, tilt, and elevation. When ready for retrieval, the
structure is raised to remove the sensors from the ground.
Multiple arrays could be pieced together to record larger
areas. The design could also permit variable sensor spa-
cing to perform different resolution imaging. Geophone
spacing, orientation, and deployment depth are there-
fore controlled for the entire seismic array. Scalability in
terms of size and imaging resolution is lacking due to
being pre-built, however, and this approach is also still
wired.

The idea of land streamers came from marine seismic
surveying, which involves constantly towing marine
streamers under water with use of pulse guns for the
sound source. Land streamers are a non-insertion seismic
method where geophones are wired in series and towed
on the surface to acquire seismic data. When the re-
cording location is reached, the towing vehicle stops so
that seismic acquisition can take place. One or more of
these streamers can be towed in parallel to cover larger
areas and perform 2D or 3D imaging.

Autonomous seismic acquisition can then be accom-
plished with, for example, the MARVIN II robot. The
Webots [10] simulation environment was used to test GPS

Fig. 4. CReSIS MARVIN II polar robot turning while pulling
a radar apparatus.

4.2. Array Deployment

4.3. Land Streamers

waypoint navigation, driving, and turning algorithms,
whereas MSC visualNastran [23] was employed to simu-
late pulling and drag abilities of our autonomous rovers.
Figure 5 shows a MSC visualNastran simulation involving
three streamers, where each box represents an enclosed
geophone.

This mechanism could extend to cover a long distance
behind the rover as well as widen coverage width by using
multiple streamers. An attractive aspect of this category
is the ability to choose and change spacing of sensors
within and between streamer lines. Other advantages of
this approach are its ease of transport, efficiency, sim-
plicity, and no need for geophone insertion. The main
advantage to these types of systems is speed and the
amount of seismic data that can be recorded with fewer
personnel. The unattractive characteristic of this appro-
ach is its lower coupling. This may cause the geophones
to miss higher frequencies, resulting in less detailed
seismic images. Some research has shown that, in some
environments, performance between conventional geo-
phones and land streamers are very similar.

It has been proposed that a hybrid combination of land
streamers with increased coupling would be a good alter-
native [16]. There are several design options to increase
hybrid streamer coupling:

Employ a trenching or plowing attachment to prepare
the ground to drag the streamers below the surface
for wind protection and to rest flat for orientation
purposes;
Add weight to each streamer node;
Change plate size and/or geometry;
Increase the surface area the plates have with the
ground;
Heat streamer plates for snowy/polar environments
so the melt can refreeze to ice, giving a more rigid
surface contact for the plates; and
Drill the geophone into the ground like a threaded
screw.

Accordingly, a furrowing, plowing, or trenching appa-
ratus could be attached to a mobile robot. The robot
would power all equipment, have seismographs onboard
for seismic data conversion and storage, and have a data
cable which would act as both the data transmission and
communication medium for the entire system.

4.4. Hybrid Streamers

�

�

�

�

�

�

Fig. 5. Simulation image of an autonomous robot towing
a three-streamer array, used for studying towing of strea-
mers and how turning affects strain of the towing structure
and travel of the streamer components.
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The simulation images in Figure 6 illustrate several
variations and configurations that could be utilized. One
or more robots could be used and each could tow one or
more parallel streamer lines. A single robot can tow a sin-
gle hybrid streamer, or multiple robots can tow several
parallel hybrid streamers and work together to image
larger areas. The advantages of such an approach are bet-
ter coupling, faster travel, and the potential to collect
much more data with far fewer personnel involved. Com-
plex coordination, communication, and node collisions
are essentially avoided and there is no added attach-
ment/detachment complexity for the streamer to the ro-
bot. Disadvantages to this approach are a single point of
failure and overcoming coupling issues. Hybrid streamers
represent a new seismic technique that has not yet been
fully designed or attempted in modern surveying. CReSIS
is in the process of designing and implementing these
hybrid techniques [8] for polar deployment.

Based on the demonstrated success of multi-robot
systems (distributed robotics) [1],[6], we have proposed
the use of a multi-robot seismic surveying team. The mul-
ti-robot seismic surveying approach involves a team of
several autonomous, mobile robots that are smaller in
size to deploy geophones and traverse the environment.
They work together to precisely align into a seismic grid
pattern. Each robot represents a mobile node that dep-

4.5. Multi-Robot seismic surveying team

loys and retrieves its own geophone. Power is provided by
onboard sources, where each robot contains the neces-
sary digitizing, storage, and communication hardware for
seismic acquisition.

A mobile robot can inject into or place a geophone
onto the ground while protecting the deployed sensors
from the wind and weather using an environmental en-
closure. Team size can be relatively small, such as a 25-
robot team forming a 5x5 seismic grid, or extremely lar-
ge, consisting of potentially hundreds of robots forming
grids of any size, shape, and spacing for different seismic
resolution applications. There are various ways that the
team could move into position. Robots could move one at
a time in a certain fashion, by rows or columns, or dyna-
mically align while all moving at once. Positioning one
robot at a time takes longer, but could help increase ac-
curacy and reduce collisions [18]. Dynamically forming
the seismic grid would take less time and would likely be
a more flexible solution, but would suffer from inherently
being less precise.

Figure 7 demonstrates that a team of 25 mobile robots
could be transported to a location on a trailer by a larger
robot. Once there, the team could get off the trailer and
begin forming the desired shape at the desired spacing.
For example, Figure 8 illustrates a shape formation sce-
nario in simulation. The robots coordinate which GPS po-
sitions they travel to based on a desired grid shape and
spacing, as provided by the main robot.
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Fig. 6. Simulation images illustrating variations of hybrid streamers towed by mobile robots.

(a)Single robot, single hybrid streamer; (b)Single robot, hybrid streamer array;

(c)Multiple robots, single hybrid streamers; (d)Multiple robots, hybrid streamer arrays.
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Fig. 7. Simulation image of a team of 25 mobile robots
leaving a trailer pulled by a larger robot.

Fig. 8. Simulation images showing a team of mobile robots
forming a square seismic grid, one-by-one from top-right to
bottom-left.

Figure 9 shows completely formed grids, explaining
that spacing can be dense 9a or more sparse 9b. Many
grid shapes can be formed, ranging from lines to rectan-
gles to squares. Figures 9a and 9b show a square grid pat-
tern while Figure 9c shows a rectangular seismic grid.
These simulation images show that spacing as well as grid
geometry can be varied depending on the survey require-
ments.

The advantages of the multi-robot seismic sensor net-
work approach are that it would be faster than a human
team for large arrays, removes cumbersome wires from
the system, and allows safe remote sensing while being
able to dynamically adjust to the environment. This dis-
tributed methodology removes the single point of failure.
This is also a new seismic method that has not yet been
attempted, mainly because it remains too challenging at
this time. The main bottlenecks lie in highly precise alig-
nment of a team of mobile robots at any scale and any en-
vironment [18], along with properly aggregating the

seismic data. This is the most desirable approach based
on its mobility and ability to image at any resolution,
shape, and scale. This might also provide faster network
assembly, especially for a large and remote team. Drop-
ping the robot team from an aerial vehicle to assemble,
record, and perform multiple missions represents a futu-
ristic option in this category. A design has been proposed
for such a mobile robot team, as well as precise grid for-
mation schemes such that the team could form a precise
seismic grid one at a time or in a dynamic fashion [16],
[18]. This category of seismic sensing has not been
formally performed, but is currently being studied at
CReSIS.

The results presented in this section are based on a si-
mulation study, in which each mobile robot has its own
GPS receiver and the ability to communicate with a lar-
ger, main robot. Each team robot is small, uses four whe-
els for mobility, and has an onboard battery. Precise ro-
bot positioning and grid alignment are achieved using
a GPS-coordinate based incremental algorithm. This al-
gorithm essentially removes collisions while forming
grids of certain shapes and spacings, one robot at a time.
As discussed later, this is an example of sacrificing over-
all time to essentially eliminate robot collisions. More de-
tail can be found in [16],[18].

A larger robot is assigned to transport the team to
a remote location on a trailer, if the team is small. A GPS
base station is located nearby or onboard the carrier ro-
bot so each team robot can use GPS techniques (e.g., RTK
or DGPS) for distance correction and precise positioning.
If the team is too large, it can perform the egress (tra-
veling out to the recording location) and ingress (trave-
ling back to base) on its own using GPS waypoints.

Communication between the main robot and the team
robots is established using wireless radio. The main robot
is in control of the entire operation, telling each robot
specifically where to go and when. Therefore, the main
robot broadcasts a robot ID and context information to
all robots. The robot called upon performs the desired ac-
tion and reports back when it has completed that action
(e.g., traveled to the provided waypoint). If a certain
time buffer has been exceeded for a robot to report back,
that robot has failed, is stuck, or has moved out of com-
munication range. Actions could then potentially take
place to find or replace this robot.

Here, the main robot is in complete control of com-
puting the grid formation's shape, spacing, and the ac-
companying GPS coordinates for each mobile robot in the
team. Individual robots then only need to consider trave-
ling to the communicated GPS coordinate and fine-tu-
ning for precision. This gives the main robot the ability
to dynamically change grid shape and spacing so that
a team could perform multiple formation sessions, each
potentially of different shape and spacing. Previous figu-
res have shown highly precise grid formations, demons-
trating the differences in spacing and formation shape.

5. Multi-Robot grid formation simulation
study

5.1. Communication, context, and coordinates
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5.2. Precision and positioning

5.3. Assumptions

By knowing relative positions of all team robots with
respect to the main robot, spacing between robots can
also be guaranteed within a threshold. Thus, given that
there are high-precision GPS receivers and a nearby base
station, it can be guaranteed that the resulting robot grid
will be of high precision with a limited amount of posi-
tioning error.

GPS error for each team robot and the main robot re-
sults in errors in precise absolute positions. Post-proces-
sing of location data (GPS log) can provide positioning
accuracy to within several centimeters of the actual robot
location, given that GPS devices capable of this level of
accuracy are used. In the simulations, GPS receivers have
accuracy on the level of several centimeters with rando-
mized positioning error. GPS coordinates are ordered by
the main robot in a manner to make sure that collisions
are essentially avoided, positioning robots from the fur-
thest locations to the closest locations, row by row, from
one diagonal corner of the grid (top-right) to the oppo-
site diagonal corner of the grid (bottom-left).

As there are a large number of variables in such a si-
mulation, some assumptions have to be made to make
comparisons more reliable:

All GPS receivers are precise to several cm;
Robots are initially placed 0.5 meters apart;
All robots turn at 5% of full speed;
All driving speeds are constant (non-changing);
Robots can stop immediately (instantly);
Battery usage: 99% motors, 1% CPU;
No wheel slippage or wind force.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

a) 5x5 square robot array, close spacing;

b) 5x5 square robot array, larger spacing;

c) 3x8 rectangular robot array, close spacing.

Fig. 9. Simulation images of completed robot seismic grids,
demonstrating abilities to form various shapes of various
spacings.

All simulations are setup to start with all 25 mobile
robots positioned 0.5 meters apart in both X and Y direc-
tions. Keeping this initial formation constant ensures
proper comparison of variables and results against one
another. Some grid shapes do not involve all 25 robots.
Robots that are not used can be there as backups, repla-
cement in case of failure, or for direct use in a subse-
quent, different grid formation.

The goal of this research is to gain a better understan-
ding of relationships between traveling speed, grid spa-
cing, formation time, energy usage, grid shape, and posi-
tioning error. Using an incremental deployment process,
high precision can be attained so that these factors can
be reliably compared and true relationships studied.

Experimenting with several grid formation shapes can
provide information on which are more efficient in terms
of robot energy usage and average travel time. The grid
spacing between robots was kept constant at 10 meters
(a grid with 10 meter spacing) for all experiments to con-
centrate on other relationships. As square, rectangular,
and linear formations are the building blocks for most
grid applications, the following formations were simu-
lated:

1. Squares: 5x5, 4x4, 3x3, 2x2
2. Rectangles: 8x3, 6x4, 4x3, 3x2
3. Lines: 4x1, 8x1, 16x1, 24x1

For each of these grid shapes, the driving speed was
varied to study its effects on positioning accuracy, avera-
ge robot travel time, and average battery usage. The
speed spectrum was divided into five sections: Very Slow,
Slow, Normal, Fast, and Very Fast. In terms of accuracy,
driving as slow as possible (e.g., 1% of full speed) would
produce the highest precision alignment possible at the
cost of increased formation time. On the other hand, dri-
ving too fast to the destination would likely yield a noti-
ceably higher level of error. Thus, it would be more ad-
vantageous to compare the speeds of Slow, Normal, and
Fast. The following speed variations were incorporated
into simulations:

1. Slow: 25% of full speed;
2. Normal: 50% of full speed;
3. Fast: 75% of full speed.

5.4. Experiments

VOLUME 3,     N° 3     2009
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Each combination of these variations was simulated
four times. This was done to gain a more representative
average for battery usage, travel time, formation time,
and error. GPS error was random and therefore resulted in
different error results for each iteration. A total of 12
shapes × 3 speed variations × 4 repetitions = 144 simula-
tions were performed to gather the data for comparison.

Positioning error is calculated for each robot using
the Manhattan Distance between each robot's final loca-
tion and the desired grid GPS coordinate. Using this error
measure, positioning error for each robot, overall team
error, and average error given the driving parameters can
be computed. For example, if the coordinate is the
desired coordinate and is the final robot position,
the Manhattan Distance (positioning error) is –

– .

This section discusses the simulation results, compa-
ring formation shapes and speeds with respect to total
formation time and positioning error (accuracy tradeoff).
Percentages are presented as the increase/decrease
amounts for comparisons. The desired grid spacing was
kept constant at 10 meters for all simulation experi-
ments.

Table 2 shows speed variation results for formation
completion time in terms of percentages. The variations
of doubling speed, tripling speed, increasing speed from
Slow to Normal, and increasing speed from Normal to Fast
are listed. All variations showed a decrease in time (–)
with increasing speed.

This table shows that, in general, the more linear the
shape was going away from the robot team, the longer it
took to completely form. Also, a larger speed-up was
experienced when increasing the driving speed from Slow
to Normal compared to the same speed increase of 25%
from Normal to Fast. Formation time was approximately
42% slower for square formations, 41% slower for rectan-
gular formations, and 40% slower for linear formations
when increasing speed from Slow to Normal compared to
increasing from Normal to Fast.

Table 3 shows the five fastest and slowest grid shapes
and speeds found during simulation. Driving slower cau-
ses formation time to increase because the mobile robots
take longer to reach their destination. This table also
shows that formations that are more linear took longer to
complete, especially when more robots were involved. For
example, an 8x3 rectangular grid took longer to form
than a 6x4 rectangular grid, even though they both used
24 robots, because the formation extended the furthest
from the initial team location. Figures 10 to 12 show for-
mation time versus speed comparisons for square, rectan-
gular, and linear grids. These graphs validate the pre-
viously discussed analysis.

(x ,y )
(x ,y )

x x
y y

1 1

2 2

1 2

1 2

| | +
| |

5.5. Results and analysis

5.5.1. Formation completion time

Table 2. Formation Time: Speed Variation Results. Decrease
in formation time (-) resulted from speed increase.

Table 3: Formation Time: Five Fastest and Five Slowest.

Fastest Times

Slowest Times

Variation Square Rectangle Linear

Rank Grid Shape Speed

Rank Grid Shape Speed

Double Speed -41% -43% -45%
Triple Speed -55% -57% -59%
Slow to Normal -41% -43% -45%
Normal to Fast -24% -25.5% -27%

1 2x2 Square Fast
2 4x1 Line Fast
3 2x2 Square Normal
4 4x1 Line Normal
5 3x2 Rectangle Fast

32 6x4 Rectangle Slow
33 8x3 Rectangle Slow
34 16x1 Line Slow
35 24x1 Line Normal
36 24x1 Line Slow

Average robot travel time was directly related to total
formation time. In fact, the percentages provided for for-
mation time speed increases were exactly the same as
those for average robot travel time. The maximum and
minimum travel times varied depending on shape and
spacing. Increasing travel speed lowered average robot
travel time just as it lowered formation time for all sha-
pes. As grid spacing increased, average robot travel time
increased. Those robots that had to travel the furthest to
reach their desired location used more energy, as energy/
battery usage was directly related to travel time. In gene-
ral, the longer it takes to complete the formation, the
higher the average robot travel time will be.

For square formations, positioning error was some-
what erratic. For larger square dimensions, doubling spe-
ed increased positioning error by much less compared to
smaller square dimensions. Therefore, the results showed
that doubling travel speed was a safer option for larger
square dimensions. Tripling speed for square formations
was also variable, ranging from an increase of 40% to
60% positioning error. Simulation results showed that,
yet again, larger square dimensions were less susceptible
to more of an increase in positioning error when speed
was increased. Increasing speed from Normal to Fast sho-
wed the opposite, however, where smaller square dimen-
sions were much less affected by positioning error.

Positioning error was somewhat erratic for rectangle
formations as well. When speed was doubled, positioning
error increased in the range from 25% to 33% and in-
creased the most for the longest (most linear in shape)
and shortest (smallest, most square in shape). Tripling
speed behaved in a similar manner, where positioning

5.5.2. Robot travel time and energy usage

5.5.3. Positioning precision
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error increased in the range from 28% to 57%. The long-
est and shortest grid formations again had the largest po-
sitioning error increases. Increasing speed from Normal
to Fast exhibited a trend, however, where the grids that
were longest (least like a square) had the least positio-
ning error increase (10% compared to 19% for the smal-
lest, square-like grids).

Linear formations provided more trend-like results.
Doubling speed increased positioning error much less for
longer lines (20%) compared to shorter lines (37%). The-
refore, longer grid lines were less susceptible to error in-
crease when speed was increased. Tripling speed beha-
ved similarly for all simulated linear formations, where
longer lines had error increased by about 45% and shorter
lines had error increased by about 52%. On the other
hand, increasing speed from Normal to Fast steadily in-
creased positioning error more for longer lines (21%)
compared to shorter lines (9%).

Table 4 shows the five fastest and slowest grid shapes
and speeds found during simulation. This table also
shows that overall precision was decreased as more ro-
bots were involved in the grid formation. As described in
the next section, these results confirm that travel speed
greatly effects positioning error (precision). Figures 13
to 15 illustrate error versus speed comparisons for square,
rectangular, and linear grids. These graphs validate the
previously discussed analysis.

As shown in previous sections, speed greatly affected
grid precision, formation time, average travel time, and
energy usage. The faster a robot traveled, decreases were
experienced in precision, formation time, average travel
time, and energy usage. Therefore, the slower a robot tra-
vels, the more precise the grid will be. However, slower
speeds also translated to more energy use and longer tra-
vel/formation times.

Rank Grid Shape Speed
1 4x1 Line Slow
2 8x1 Line Slow
3 3x2 Rectangle Slow
4 2x2 Square Slow
5 16x1 Line Slow

Rank Grid Shape Speed
32 6x4 Rectangle Normal
33 4x4 Square Normal
34 5x5 Square Normal
35 6x4 Rectangle Speed
36 5x5 Square Speed

5.5.4. Speed comparison

Table 4. Positioning Error: Five Lowest and Five Highest.

Lowest Errors

Highest Errors
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Fig. 10. Square Grid: Formation Time Versus Speed Comparison.

Fig. 11. Rectangular Grid: Formation Time Versus Speed Comparison.
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Driving slow decreased overall positioning error (in-
creased precision), as seen in Table 4, where the most
precise (lowest error) formations all traveled at a Slow
speed. The least precise (highest error) formations all
traveled at higher speeds. The reason why moving faster
created more error is that the faster a robot moved, the
more ground that is covered between sensor updates,
especially with the presence of random GPS error. Thus, in
general, increasing travel speed lessened precision but
not in a truly linear fashion. Effects of speed can also be
seen in Tables 2, 3, and 5.

5.5.5 Doubling shape dimensions
Table 5 shows the effects of doubling shape dimen-

sions and increasing speed on formation time, average
travel time, and overall positioning error. The results are
expressed as percentages, where all increased (+). The
shape dimensions used for this experiment were 2x2 to
4x4 (square), 3x2 to 6x4 (rectangle), and 8x1 to 16x1
(line).

This table shows that, in general, doubling shape di-
mensions translated to an increase in all major parame-
ters. Interestingly, driving faster proved to steadily de-
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Fig. 12. Linear Grid: Formation Time Versus Speed Comparison.

Fig. 13. Square Grid: Error Versus Speed Comparison.

Fig. 14. Rectangular Grid: Error Versus Speed Comparison.
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crease the effects of increased time and error. Also, the
more linear the shape, the effects of doubling dimensions
becomes more for formation and average travel times.

As for positioning error, an increase in speed had mo-
re of an effect on square formation shapes compared to
the others. Rectangular and linear shapes were not affec-
ted as much, where linear formations stayed relatively
the same. The odd result in this table is the slight increa-
se in positioning error from Normal to Fast speeds. The
random GPS error introduced for the experiments may
have caused this. Note that this table is not stating that
an increase in speed translates to a decrease in positio-
ning error. Rather, these results express the direct com-
parison between results for shape dimensions that are
double in size. For example, increasing square dimen-
sions from 2x2 to 4x4 at Normal speed provided a 15% in-
crease ( ) in positioning error.

Each of the presented robotics-based seismic sur-
veying categories has their own set of distinct advanta-
ges and disadvantages. Depending on the desired appli-
cation, environment, and scale of the surveying mission,
certain categories may be more beneficial.

Individual deployment would likely be more suitable
for an environment with a soft surface that has little wind
and weather that could damage the deployment and ret-
rieval mechanism. Keeping the deployment mechanism
simple (e.g., linear actuator) also helps reduce comple-
xity inherent to manipulators with several degrees of fre-
edom. A flat surface would also reduce complexity, remo-
ving the need to worry about geophone orientation.

Array deployment is best suited for shallow surveys
and environments that have a softer surface. Smaller sur-
veys with a static number of geophones, array shape, and
spacing fit this category very well. Limiting the number
of channels in the survey also makes the array structure
lighter and easier to carry or tow from one location to
another.

Land streamers are ideal for missions which allow lo-
wer coupling and can afford to potentially sacrifice some
of the higher frequency signals from the seismic source.
As they are efficient and can be towed on the surface,
this category can be tailored to perform 2D or 3D seismic
data collection with reasonable scale.

+

6. Comparison and discussion

Table 5. Effects of Doubling Shape Dimensions. Increase in
time and error as grid shape doubled.

Square: 2x2 to 4x4 Slow Normal Fast

Rectangle: 3x2 to 6x4 Slow Normal Fast

Linear: 8x1 to 16x1 Slow Normal Fast

Formation Time +518% +478% +450%
Avg. Travel Time +55% +45% +38%
Positioning Error +34% +15% +1%

Formation Time +548% +508% +479%
Avg. Travel Time +62% +52% +45%
Positioning Error +36% +29% +21%

Formation Time +241% +227% +216%
Avg. Travel Time +71% +64% +58%
Positioning Error +8% +5% +6%

Hybrid streamers exhibit the ability to acquire large
amounts of data in less time with fewer personnel invol-
ved. Eliminating or greatly reducing the need for geopho-
ne insertion makes some of the techniques much less
complex and more reliable. No matter the environment,
these streamers can be towed along the ground by a robo-
tic platform to autonomously gather seismic data. Bene-
fits of increased coupling and protection make it more
suitable for missions that require fast, efficient, better
coupling, and higher frequency acquisition. Hybrid strea-
mers are a step above current technology and could the-
refore provide results in the near future.

A mobile robot seismic surveying team represents the
most futuristic and advanced method of robotically
acquiring seismic data on a large scale. Compared to ot-
her methods, a team of mobile robots can dynamically
adjust itself to form arrays of nearly unlimited size, sha-
pe, and spacing. They also exhibit the ability to decentra-
lize the process, and potentially repair the grid if one or
more robots fail or become stuck. This category does
however represent the most expensive in terms of up-
front cost for a complete team of geophone-deploying
mobile robots. Significant design and testing time would
also be necessary to determine what size of mobile robot
would be needed to be effective.

Simulation results showed that controlled, incremen-
tal deployment essentially eliminated collisions at the
tradeoff of a large increase in deployment time and grid
precision. Subshapes or groups of robots could be deplo-
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Fig. 15. Linear Grid: Error Versus Speed Comparison.
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yed at the same time to decrease overall formation time,
but then introduces a level of risk into the system due to
possible robot collisions. Dynamically forming the grid
at-once represents the fastest and likely the most ener-
gy-efficient manner of grid formation. However, it exhi-
bits a higher collision risk along with inherently being
less precise.

These results show several major patterns that effect
grid precision. The faster the robots traveled, the quicker
the formation was formed and average robot travel time
was decreased. The longer robots must travel, more error
was introduced. Energy usage was highly related to ave-
rage robot travel time, where energy usage increased
with travel time. More robots caused more overall grid
positioning error. The results confirmed that higher pre-
cision could be attained by driving at slower speeds. This
demonstrated the tradeoff between formation time, pre-
cision, and collision risk.

Out of the discussed robotic techniques, hybrid strea-
mers and a team of mobile robots are more robust, offer
more advantages in terms of time and space efficiency,
and require limited levels of human intervention compa-
red to other methods. Although these methods may incur
higher deployment costs, the volume and quality of data
will be increased. A team approach is unique in that each
geophone is independently mobile, rather than transpor-
ting all geophones on the same vehicle or towing them in
a tethered fashion. Investigations can also take place in
the areas of efficient formation change, traveling from
one location to another (flocking), and other intelligent
techniques to enhance the process.

Integrating robotics into traditional seismic surve-
ying helps in several ways. In addition to adding pre-
cision and removing the human element, more flexible
and scalable seismic solutions can be created. Integra-
ting several methods is likely best. For example, we have
seen that hybrid streamers using heated spikes is a very
plausible solution. A team of mobile robots that drill geo-
phones into the ground could also become a reality for
future missions. The main contributions of this paper
were introducing the integration of robotics and seismic
surveying, outlining challenges related to robotics based
seismic, and presenting a categorization of approaches
in which mobile robots are utilized. Simulation results
also relate several aspects of multi-robot grid formation
to energy usage, position error, and formation time. This
research will hopefully allow the field of seismology to
expand in terms of robotic automation.

Future work consists of extending the ideas of hybrid
streamers and a multi-robot seismic team into designs.
Hybrid streamer components will need to be designed
and tested. Hybrid streamers will be fully implemented
and deployed to autonomously collect seismic data in
a future field season. A hybrid streamer system is current-
ly being tested in snowy environments to determine
length, plate design, overall weight, drag force, and
other possibilities to increase coupling of a hybrid strea-
mer. This system is going to be towed by the MARVIN II
polar robot in the field in the near future.

A multi-robot seismic team will be designed and im-

7. Conclusions

plemented on a small scale, including a geophone de-
ployment mechanism for each platform. Designs will be
validated using a single robot. Experiments will then take
place with a small team, but will not collect field data in
the near future. Upcoming field seasons will be the tes-
ting grounds for these two new robotics-based seismic
methods.
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